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Technology Trends: Moore’s Law

Moore’s Law started
as an extrapolation
from five data points.

Moore’s Law started
as an extrapolation
from five data points.
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Technology Trends: Dennard Scaling
● Moore’s Law put lots more transistors on a chip...but it’s

Dennard’s Scaling that made them useful (or at the very least:
faster)

● Dennard observed that voltage and current should be
proportional to the linear dimensions of a transistor [Dennard,
Gaensslen, Yu, Rideout, Bassous, Leblanc, IEEE JSSC, 1974]

● Dennard Scaling proceeds as follows:

– Decrease feature size by a factor of λ and

– decrease voltage by a factor of λ ; then

– # transistors increase by λ2 

– Clock speed increases by λ

– Energy consumption does not change

● For 2x transistor count

– 40% faster, 50% more efficient
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Moore’s Law Continues, Dennard Scaling is Over
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Power, Voltage, and Frequency

● Power ~ Voltage2 * frequency = V2 f

● Frequency ~ Voltage

● => Power ~ frequency3 

Cores V f Perf. Power Efficiency
Old CPU 1 1 1 1 1 1
New CPU 1x 1.5x 1.5x 1.5x 3.3x 0.45x
Multicore 2x 0.75x 0.75x 1.5.x 0.8x 1.88x

Larger # is
better

● With multicore we get 50% more performance and 20% less
power, thus

● It is preferable to use multiple slower devices than a single one

● The only issue is software that works in parallel on multicore
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Dennard Scaling Timeline

● Dennard scaling breakdown

– At small sizes, current leakage poses challenge and increased heat
dissipation leading to thermal runaway and further increase in
energy cost

1971               2003      2004        2007                   2013

Single core Era Multicore Era

Heterogeneous
computing

PLASMA

MAGMA
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Hardware Performance: Scaling Up

~10 Gflop/s
4 cores

~100 Gflop/s
8 cores

~5 Tflop/s
60 cores

~100 Pflop/s
10M cores

10x 50x

20 000x

Scalable  and
optimized libraries can
help numerical
software breach this
gap.
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TOP500: Peak Performance in Practice

● Listing of the 500 most powerful computers in the world

● Authors: H. Meuer, H. Simon, E. Strohmaier, J. Dongarra

● Decades of detailed supercomputing data

● Yardstick: Rmax (maximum rate) from LINPACK MPP

– Solve dense problem Ax=b 

– Double precision

● Updated twice a year

– SC conference in US, November

– ISC conference in Germany, June

● All data, charts, analysis available at www.top500.org

● Useful correction to peak performance

– Your own solver is unlikely to exceed performance from TOP500

http://www.top500.org/
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Nearly Quarter Century of HPC Data on TOP500
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State of Supercomputing in 2016: TOP500

● Pflops(>1015 flop/s)computing fully established with 81 systems.

● Three technology architecture possibilities (swim lanes) thrive

– Commodity (e.g. Intel)

– Commodity + accelerator (e.g. GPUs) (104 systems)

– Special purpose lightweight cores
● For example: IBM Blue Gene, ARM, Intel’s Knights Landing

● Interest in supercomputing is now worldwide, and growing in
many new markets

– Around 50% of Top500 computers are used in industry

● Exascale (1018 flop/s) projects exist in many countries and
regions

● Intel processors largest share: 89%, followed by AMD, 4%.
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TOP500 Countries

● China nearly tripled the
number of systems

● The number of systems in
the US has fallen to the
lowest point since the
TOP500 list was created.
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TOP500 Performance by Country
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TOP500 Performance by Country
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TOP500 Performance by Country
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TOP500 Performance by Country
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Look At Power Consumption
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Power is Industry Wide Problem

Google facilities:

leveraging hydroelectric power
from old aluminum plants

Google Plant in The Dalles, Oregon, from NYT, June 14, 2006:

“Hiding in Plain Sight, Google Seeks More Power”, by John Markoff, June 14, 2006

● Microsoft and Yahoo  built big data centers
upstream in Wenatchee and Quincy,
Washington state to keep up with Google.

● This means they need cheap electricity and
readily accessible data networking.

● Microsoft Quincy, Wash. 470,000 Sq Ft, 47 MW!
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Commercial Data Centers

Facebook
● 300,000 square feet
● 1.5 cents per kW hour
● Prineville, Oregon

Microsoft 700,000 square feet
in Chicago 

Apple 500,000 square feet
in rural North Carolina
4 cents kW/h
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Data Center Containers

Also, see Amazon on-site upload
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TOP500 Power Levels (kW)
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TOP500 Power Consumption over Time
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TOP500 Power Efficiency over Time
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Power Draw High Cost of Data Movement

● Flop/s or percentage of peak flop/s become much less relevant

● Approximate power costs (in pico Joules)

– Hardware year: 2011 2018

– DP FMAdd flop: 100 pJ 10 pJ

– DP DRAM read: 4800 pJ 1920 pJ

– Local Interconnect: 7500 pJ 2500 pJ

– Across System 9000 pJ 3500 pJ

– source: John Shalf, LBNL

● Algorithms & Software must:

–  minimize data movement

– perform more work per unit data movement
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Power Draw for NVIDIA 28 nm Chips

● floating point operation costs 20pJ.
● Getting the operands from local memory

● Situated 1mm away consumes 26pJ
● If the operands need to be obtained from the other end of the

die, it requires 1nJ
● While if the operands need to be read from DRAM, the cost is

16 nJ.
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Energy Cost Challenge

● At ~$1M per MW energy costs are substantial

– 10 Pflop/s in 2011 uses ~10 MWs

– 1 Eflop/s in 2020 > 100 Mws

● Dept. of Energy Target: 1 Eflop/s around 2020-2022 at 20 MWs
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Can I Build an Exascale Machine Today?

● Sure, #1 system is at ~93 Pflop/s

– Need 11 of them to comfortably exceed 1 Eflop/s

● 93 Pflop/s at 15 MW

– Need 165 MW

● 93 Pflop/s cost ~$270 million

– Need $3 billion

● 93 Pflop/s has 10 million cores

– Need 110 million cores

● 93 Pflop/s in 1 building

– Need 11 buildings

● Each of these poses great challenges.
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Conventional Wisdom is Changing
● Peak clock frequency as

primary limiter for
performance improvement

● Cost: FLOPs are biggest cost
- optimize for compute

● Concurrency: Modest growth
of parallelism by adding
nodes

● Memory scaling: maintain
byte per flop capacity and
bandwidth

● Uniformity: Assume uniform
system performance

● Reliability: It’s the hardware’s
problem

● Power is primary constraint
for future HPC system design

● Cost: Data movement
dominates optimize to
minimize data movement

● Concurrency: Exponential
chip parallelism growth

● Memory Scaling: Compute
growing 2x faster than
capacity or bandwidth

● Heterogeneity: Architectural
and performance increases
are non-uniform

● Reliability: Cannot count on
hardware protection alone
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Major Changes to Software
● Must rethink the design of our algorithms, software, and apps

– Another disruptive technology
● Similar to what happened with clusters and message passing

● Critical Issues for Exascale for Algorithm and Software Design

– Synchronization-reducing algorithms: break Fork-Join (BSP) model

– Communication-reducing algorithms
● Use methods which have lower bounds on communication

– Mixed precision methods
● 2x speed of ops and 2x speed for data movement

– Autotuning
● Machines are too complicated: “smarts” in software adapt to h/w

– Fault resilient algorithms
● Implement algorithms that can recover from failures

– Reproducibility of results
● Today we can’t guarantee this. We understand the issues, but... 
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Hardware Conclusions

● For the last decade or more, the research investment strategy
has been overwhelmingly biased in favor of hardware.

● This strategy needs to be rebalanced - barriers to progress are
increasingly on the software side.

● Moreover, the return on investment is more favorable to software.

– Hardware has a half-life measured in years, while software has a
half-life measured in decades.

● High Performance Ecosystem out of balance

– Hardware, OS, Compilers, Software, Algorithms, Applications
● No Moore’s Law for software, algorithms and applications
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